
Presentation Weekend on 5th & 6th February 2021 

At the Imperial Hotel, Torquay  

Tel: 01803 294301 / Email: reservations@theimperialtorquay.co.uk 

The presentation weekend has been arranged at the, Imperial Hotel in Torquay. The Imperial is 
probably one of the best hotels in Devon, overlooking Torbay and is well deserving of its’ excellent 
reputation. The event will be held over the first weekend in February 2021, on the 5

th
 & 6

th,
 with the 

BICC Dinner on Saturday 6
th
 February. 

Members are asked to book their accommodation directly with the Hotel and there is a discounted 
rate for a number of rooms that have been allocated in advance, so the sooner members reserve the 
better, as these rooms will only be held at the discounted rate until such time as they have all been 
allocated. The telephone number is 01803 294301 and when booking please state BICC in order to 
take advantage of the rates provided to the BICC. A Standard Double or a Twin for 2 nights to include 
breakfast will be £192.00. A Deluxe Double is £252.00 for 2 nights again including breakfast. A 10% 
deposit will be required with the booking with the remainder payable on arrival. We have also 
arranged for no parking charges.  

It is also possible to book on email at, reservations@theimperialtorquay.co.uk and remember to 

state BICC to get the discount. 

The Hotel web site is https://www.theimperialtorquay.co.uk/ .The tickets for the BICC Dinner will be on 
sale from Carol Francis (BICC Secretary) within the next few weeks at £40.00 per head, with payment 
directly to Carol in advance. 

There is obviously some concern as to whether Coronavirus could have an impact on the BICC event 
and we have arranged with the Imperial, that if either Torquay itself or other parts of the Country 
should go back into a lockdown scenario, then we will be able to cancel the booking and carry forward 
the deposit that the BICC has paid into 2022, which does sound a long way off. We would urge 
members to reserve their accommodation with the hotel ASAP and advise Carol of how many will be 
attending. It should prove a superb weekend.  
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